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‘Closest to Mars’ 
The company behind the project, C-Space, plans to open

the base-currently an educational facility-to tourists in the
next year, complete with a themed hotel and restaurant to
attract space geeks. “We are trying to come up with solutions
... the base is still on earth, it’s not on Mars, but we have cho-
sen a landform that matches closest to Mars,” C-Space
founder Bai Fan told AFP. It follows a similar Mars “village”
that opened last month in the Qaidam Basin of neighboring
Qinghai-a brutally hot and dry region which is the highest
desert in the world, considered the best replica of Mars’ sur-
face conditions.    As budding astronauts explore “Mars” on
Earth, China is planning to send a probe to the real Red
Planet next year.

Beijing is pouring billions into its military-run space pro-
gram, with hopes of having a crewed space station by 2022.
Earlier this year, it made the first ever soft landing on the far
side of the moon, deploying a rover on the surface. But the
C-Space project has faced criticism from some quarters of

the scientific community. Jiao Weixin, a professor at the
School of Earth and Space Sciences at Peking University,
said the building and surrounding desert were hardly repre-
sentative of the truly hostile conditions on Mars. To truly repli-
cate the harsh, toxic conditions of Mars would be to create a
truly hostile environment, which is expensive and “com-
pletely unnecessary”, he said. “From the very beginning, I’ve
been opposed to this,” Jiao told AFP. “Tourism doesn’t make
much sense ... what is the meaning in it?” — AFP

This picture shows
“Mars Base 1”.

A guide wearing a space suit stands at an entrance at “Mars Base 1”.

A group of students walk past a model of a lander at “Mars Base 1”, a
C-Space Project, in the Gobi desert, some 40 kilometres from Jin-
chang in Chinaís northwest Gansu province. — AFP photos

This picture shows food on a shelf at “Mars Base 1”.

This picture shows crops at “Mars Base 1”.

This picture taken on April 16, 2019 shows a model of a spacecraft at
“Mars Base 1”.

A group of students
visit “Mars Base 1”.


